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Recently, a reformulation of the SU(N) Yang-Mills theory inspired by the Cho-Faddeev-Niemi
decomposition has been developed in order to understand confinement from the viewpoint of the
dual superconductivity. The concept of infrared Abelian dominance plays an important role in the
realization of this concept and through numerical simulations on the lattice, evidence was found
for example in the form of the dynamical mass generation for certain gluon degrees of freedom.
A promising analytical attempt to explain the generation of such masses is through condensates
of mass dimension two. In this talk, we want to focus on the reformulated SU(N)Yang-Mills the-
ory in the previously overlooked minimal option with the non-AbelianU(N− 1) stability group,
in contrast to the famous maximal Abelian gauge, where the decomposition corresponds to the
Abelian U(1)N−1 stability group. We proceed with a thorough one-loop analysis of this novel
decomposition, calculating all standard renormalization group functions at one-loop level in light
of the renormalizability of this theory. We subsequently define an appropriate mixed gluon-ghost
composite operator of mass dimension two as the candidate for the condensate within this theory
and prove its (on-shell) BRST invariance and the multiplicative renormalizability. Finally, the
existence of the condensate is discussed within the local composite operator formalism.
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1. Dual superconductivity and reformulation of Yang-Mills theory
Understanding the phenomenon of (quark-) confinement remains one of the biggest challenges
within theoretical physics, despite the existence of several promising approaches. One of them is
the dual superconductivity picture due to ’t Hooft, Nambu and Mandelstam [2, 3, 4, 5]. The dual
superconductivity picture advocates the idea of a superconducting Yang-Mills vacuum consisting
of a color magnetic monopole condensate. If we put any color-electrically charged objects into
such a vacuum, for example a static quark-antiquark pair, the equivalent of the dual Meissner
effect would confine the color electric field into nearly one-dimensional objects, the flux tubes,
leading to a linearly rising potential between the quarks. On the other hand, however, the dual
Landau-Ginzburg model describing such a dual superconductor is an Abelian theory. A procedure
to extract the monopole degrees of freedom is given by the “Abelian projection” [5], a procedure of
gauge-fixing the non-Abelian degrees of freedom. A famous representative is the maximal Abelian
gauge (MAG), where the gauge fixing condition relates to minimizing those degrees of freedom
that correspond to the off-diagonal generators of the gauge group SU(N). Within this setting, lattice
simulations showed that these degrees of freedom become massive in the infrared [6], which can be
seen as a confirmation of the hypothesis of “infrared Abelian dominance” [7]. Still, two problems
remain.
First, the fact that the identification of the monopoles relies on some sort of gauge fixing lead
to the criticism of monopoles being mere gauge artifacts. This situation was improved through a
certain reformulation of Yang-Mills theory [8, 9, 10] based on the Cho-Duan-Ge-Faddeev-Niemi-
Shabanov decomposition of the gauge field with respect to the stability group H of the gauge group
G= SU(N),
Aµ = Xµ +Vµ ∈ Lie G/H⊕Lie H. (1.1)
The decomposition is defined in terms of the color-field n(x). However, from a new standpoint, this
decomposition is regarded a non-linear change of variables {Aµ} → {Xµ ,Vµ ,n}. The theory in
the new variables not only possesses an enlarged gauge symmetry by rotations along the color-field
axis SU(N)→ [SU(N)]A × [SU(N)/H]n, but also exceeds the original degrees of freedom. By
imposing the so called reduction condition,
Dµ [V ]X
µ = 0, (1.2)
the enlarged symmetry is reduced to the original SU(N) symmetry and the superfluous degrees of
freedom are removed.
The reduction condition is incorporated into the path-integral via the Faddeev-Popov trick,
but is conceptually different from the usual gauge fixing, as the local SU(N) gauge symmetry
is still intact and the usual gauge fixing procedure must still be performed. In this prescription,
the infrared dominant degrees of freedom encoded in the residual (or restricted) field Vµ and the
coset (or remaining) field Xµ , which is expected to become massive, can be extracted in a gauge
invariant manner. Another important result of these investigations was that the decomposition is
not unique, but allows different choices for the stability group, at least for SU(N) with N > 2. The
from the viewpoint of QCD interesting case of SU(3) enables two choices, the maximal option
with Hmax =U(1)×U(1), which is related to the MAG, and a previously overlooked choice called
minimal option, Hmin =U(2). It is the latter one on which we are going to focus in this talk.
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The second remaining problem is to find an analytical explanation for the generation of the
masses observed in the lattice simulations, i.e., an analytical description of the infrared Abelian
dominance. This is where the condensates of mass dimension two come into play. In fact, an
effective mass term could for example be obtained from the quartic gluon interaction, if such con-
densates exist. A promising candidate among the condensates was first proposed in [11] and is
related to the mixed gluon-ghost composite operator,
O = TrG/H
(
XµX
µ −2iξC C¯
)
, (1.3)
where ξ is the “gauge fixing” parameter related to the reduction condition. In this talk, we wish
to examine the condensation of this operator rather than the gauge-invariant extraction of the
monopoles. Therefore, we perform an approximation by fixing the color-field to be identical to the
last Cartan generator, n≡ TN
2−1. This breaks the symmetry in the sense that the reduction condition
no longer preserves full SU(N) gauge symmetry, but leads to a breaking SU(N)→H =U(N−1)1.
The residual gauge symmetry is fixed in the standard Lorenz gauge, however, from viewpoint of
renormalizability it turned out that we further need to decompose U(N−1) = SU(N−1)×U(1).
The theory under consideration therefore becomes,
L = LYM+L
RED
GF+FP+L
RES
GF+FP, (1.4)
with,
L
RED
GF+FP = iδBδ¯BTrG/H
(
XµX
µ − iξC C¯
)
,
L
RES
GF+FP =−iδBTrU(1)
(
C¯
[
∂µV
µ +
α
2
N
])
− iδBTrSU(N−1)
(
C¯
[
∂µV
µ +
λ
2
N
])
. (1.5)
Here, N denotes the Nakanishi-Lautrup field and δB and δ¯B are the BRST and anti-BRST trans-
formations, respectively.
2. Renormalizability of the theory
As a first step, we perform the one-loop renormalization of the theory (1.4) and investigate the
multiplicative renormalizability of the composite operator. The Yang-Mills part of the Lagrangian
decomposes according to,
LYM =−
1
4
FaµνF
µνa−
1
4
F
j
µνF
µν j−
1
4
F
γ
µνF
µνγ , (2.1)
where the field strength tensors of the various sectors are given by,
Faµν =D
ab
µ X
b
ν −D
ab
ν X
b
µ ; F
γ
µν = ∂µV
γ
ν −∂νV
γ
µ +g f
γabXaµX
b
ν ,
F
j
µν = ∂µV
j
ν −∂νV
j
µ +g f
jabXaµX
b
ν +g f
jklV kµV
l
ν , (2.2)
with the covariant derivative Dabµ ≡ D
ab
µ [V ] = δ
ab∂µ + g f
aJbV Jµ . We labelled the 2(N − 1) coset
degrees of freedom by a,b, ..., the N(N−2) elements of the SU(N−1) sector by j,k, ... and finally
1In the same way, the MAG can be recovered from the reformulated theory if one performs the decomposition with
Hmax.
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γ ≡ N2− 1 labels the U(1) sector. For convenience, the latter ones are sometimes combined into
J,K, ... labelling the full U(N−1) sector. The corresponding generators satisfy the basic commu-
tator relations,
[T a,T b] = i f abJT J; [T a,T J] = i f aJcT c; [T j,T k] = i f jklT l; [T j,T γ ] = 0. (2.3)
After integrating out the Nakanishi-Lautrup field, the gauge fixing Lagrangian is cast into the form,
L
RED
GF+FP =−
1
2ξ
(Dabµ X
µb)2+ iω¯aDµabDbcµ ω
c
+
ξg2
4
f abJ f cdJω¯aω¯bωcωd+ ig2 f abJ f cdJXµaX cµω¯
bωd . (2.4)
L
RES
GF+FP =−
1
2λ
(
∂µV
µ j
)2
−
1
2α
(
∂µV
µγ
)2
+ iC¯J∂ 2CJ
+ ig f jklC¯ j∂µ(V
µkCl)+ ig f JabC¯J∂µ(X
µaωb), (2.5)
Here, ω and ω¯ denote the coset ghosts whileC and C¯ denote the residual ghosts. Upon introducing
the following set of renormalization constants,
Xaµ = Z
1
2
XX
a
µR,
C j = Z
1
2
CC
j
R,
V
j
µ = Z
1
2
VV
j
µR,
C¯ j = Z
1
2
C¯
C¯
j
R,
α = ZααR,
V
γ
µ = Z˜
1
2
VV
γ
µR,
Cγ = Z˜
1
2
CC
γ
R,
λ = Zλ λR,
ωa = Z
1
2
ωω
a
R,
C¯γ = Z˜
1
2
C¯
C¯
γ
R,
ξ = Zξ ξR,
ω¯a = Z
1
2
ω ω¯
a
R,
g= ZggR,
all divergences can be absorbed. We define the renormalization group functions for any fields Φ,
parameters ζ and the gauge coupling g2 according to,
γΦ =
1
2
µ
∂
∂ µ
logZΦ, γζ =−µ
∂
∂ µ
logZζ , βg2 =−2g
2
R µ
∂
∂ µ
logZg,
where Z(1) denote the respective one-loop parts. Dropping the subscript R for the renormalized
quantities hereafter, we obtain the following set of renormalization group functions,
γX =−
g2
(4pi)2
N
2
(
17
6
−
ξ
2
−
α +(N−2)λ
N−1
)
,
γV =−
g2
(4pi)2
(
13N+9
6
−
λ
2
(N−1)
)
,
γ˜V =−
g2
(4pi)2
N
11
3
,
γω¯ =−
g2
(4pi)2
N
2
(
3−
α +(N−2)λ
N−1
)
,
γC¯ =
g2
(4pi)2
1
2
[Nξ +3−λ (N−1)],
γ˜C¯ =
g2
(4pi)2
N
2
(3+ξ ),
βg2 =−
g4
(4pi)2
N
22
3
.
γξ =
g2
(4pi)2
N
(
4
3
−ξ −
3
ξ
)
,
γλ =
g2
(4pi)2
(
13N+9
3
−λ (N−1)
)
,
γα =
g2
(4pi)2
N
22
3
,
γω =−
g2
(4pi)2
N
2
(
3−
α +(N−2)λ
N−1
)
,
γC =−
g2
(4pi)2
[
N
2
(3+ξ )−λ (N−1)
]
,
γ˜C =−
g2
(4pi)2
N
2
(3+ξ ),
(2.6)
Next, we analyse the composite operator as defined in (1.3). The (on-shell) BRST transformation
3
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reads,
δBO = ∂
µ
(
Xaµω
a
)
, (2.7)
which is nothing but a total derivative and we thus obtained the BRST invariance. To render the
operator physically meaningful, we must prove its multiplicative renormalizability. This is a priori
not clear, because all condensates with the same quantum number can mix upon renormalization.
The entries of the related mass mixing matrix are determined by inserting the condensates in the
various two-point functions and requiring cancellation of the appearing divergences. We obtained
the following shape,


[
1
2
Xaµ RX
µ
a R
]
[
1
2
V
j
µ RV
µ
j R
]
[iωaRω¯
a
R][
iC
j
RC¯
j
R
]
[
1
2
V
γ
µ RV
µ
γ R
]
[
iC
γ
RC¯
γ
R
]


=


1−Z
(1)
11 0 −Z
(1)
13 0 0 0
−Z
(1)
21 1−Z
(1)
22 −Z
(1)
23 0 0 0
−Z
(1)
31 0 1−Z
(1)
33 0 0 0
0 −Z
(1)
42 0 1 0 0
−Z
(1)
51 0 −Z
(1)
53 0 1 0
0 0 0 0 0 1




[
1
2
XaµX
µ
a
]
R[
1
2
V
j
µV
µ
j
]
R
[iωaω¯a]R[
iC jC¯ j
]
R[
1
2
V
γ
µV
µ
γ
]
R[
iCγC¯γ
]
R


. (2.8)
The requirement of multiplicative renormalizability O = Z
1/2
O
OR leads at one-loop level to the
following condition,
−Z
(1)
11 +Z
(1)
X +ξZ
(1)
31
!
= Z
(1)
ξ
−Z
(1)
33 +Z
(1)
ω +
1
ξ
Z
(1)
13 . (2.9)
Eq. (2.9) is found to be satisfied and yields the following anomalous dimension of the composite
operator,
γO =
µ
OR
∂OR
∂ µ
=−
1
2
µ
∂
∂ µ
logZO =
g2
(4pi)2
N
3
(13−3ξ ). (2.10)
As expected, all results agree for N = 2 with the MAG [12, 13, 14, 15].
3. Application of the LCO formalism
The introduction of the composite operator and a corresponding source term
∫
x JO leads to new
divergences quadratic in the source, which must be taken care of. This is done within the Local
Composite Operator (LCO) formalism [16, 17]. We give a short overview of the main arguments
in this formalism and state the results when applied to our theory. The LCO formalism is centred
around the introduction of a new auxiliary parameter ζ together with a counterterm to remove the
mentioned divergences quadratic in the source,
LLCO =
1
2
(ζ +δζ )J2. (3.1)
Assuming the RG invariance of LLCO, one can derive a differential equation to determine the
auxiliary parameter under the assumption that it depends on the RG scale µ only independently
4
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through g2(µ) and ξ (µ)2,[
2ε +2γO −βg2
∂
∂g2
−ξ γξ
∂
∂ξ
]
(ζ +δζ ) = 0, ζ (g2,ξ ) =
ζ0
g2
+ h¯ζ1+ h¯
2ζ2g
2+ . . . , (3.2)
which can be solved order by order. Note, however, that (n+ 1)-loop results are necessary to
determine ζ to n-loop level. The results from the previous section allow us to obtain the tree-level
part ζ0 as,
ζ0 =
2(N−1)
N
ξ +C(4ξ −3ξ 2−9), (3.3)
which is enough to argue the existence of the condensate, see below. Next, a Hubbard-Stratonovich
transformation is performed by inserting the identity,
1=
∫
Dσ exp
[
−i
1
2g2ζ
(σ −gO−gζJ)2
]
. (3.4)
which removes the J2 term in the bare Lagrangian (3.1) which otherwise would spoil the usual
construction of the Schwinger functional. Moreover, the transformation introduces a tree-level
mass term for the coset gluon and ghost, provided the auxiliary field σ develops a non-zero vacuum
expectation value. In fact, from the one-loop effective potential,
V (σ) =
σ 2
2ζ0
−
ζ1
2ζ 20
g2σ 2−
3
64pi2
2(N−1)
g2σ 2
ζ 20
(
5
6
− log
[
gσ
ζ0µ¯2
])
+
1
64pi2
2(N−1)
ξ 2g2σ 2
ζ 20
(
3
2
− log
[
ξgσ
ζ0µ¯2
])
; µ¯2 = 4piµ2e−γ , (3.5)
we find a non-trivial extremum given by,
m2X =
gσ∗
ζ0
= µ¯2 Exp
[
−
1
(3−ξ 2)
(
H1
g2
+H2
)]
, (3.6)
with
H1(ξ ,ζ0) =
32pi2
2(N−1)
ζ0; H2(ξ ,ζ1) =−
(
32pi2
2(N−1)
ζ1+1+
1
2
ξ 2 logξ 2−ξ 2
)
.
(3.7)
The tree-level part of the potential must remain positive in order for the theory to be well-defined.
Thus, we require ζ0(ξ )> 0, at least for all ξ in the physical region around ξ = 0, see the discussion
in the final section. This fact finally motivates a choice for the integration constant C in Eq. (3.3).
For convenience, we fix it toC0 =−
1
11
N−1
N
. The restriction of ξ to small values can also be deduced
from the requirement of asymptotic freedom. In fact, requiring m2X → 0 for g
2 → 0 implies that
H1 < 0 and thus using ζ0 > 0 we infer ξ
2 < 3. The results obtained are all in agreement with the
existing literature [15]. Finally, enforcing ξ = 0 from our interpretation of the reduction condition,
the mass becomes proportional to the QCD scale,
m2X = e
H2(ξ=0,ζ1)Λ2QCD; ΛQCD = µ¯ Exp
[
−
∫ g dg′
βg(g′)
]
, (3.8)
2We set α = λ = 0 hereafter as they are fixed points according to Eq. (2.6).
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and thus, assuming that ξ only varies slowly with µ around ξ = 0, RG invariant. The fact that the
vacuum energy corresponding to Eq. (3.6),
V (σ∗) =−(3−ξ
2)
2(N−1)
128pi2
g2σ 2∗
ζ 20
=−(3−ξ 2)
2(N−1)
128pi2
m4X , (3.9)
is negative under the derived condition ξ 2 < 3 renders the condensate to be energetically favoured,
4. Summary and conclusion
In this talk we examined a novel decomposition of Yang-Mills theory with respect to the
Hmin =U(N− 1) stability group, in contrast to the well-known case of Hmax =U(1)N−1, which
is related to the MAG. From a thorough one-loop analysis of this theory we obtained the full set
of renormalization group functions. It turned out that in order to render the theory renormalizable,
the stability group has to be further decomposed, Hmin = SU(N− 1)×U(1), where the U(1) part
corresponds to the center of Hmin. Consequently, these degrees of freedom behave in the same way
as the residual degrees of freedom in the MAG, in contrast to the SU(N − 1) sector. In fact, for
N = 2 our new option is identical with the MAG and in this limit our results are consistent with the
exisiting literature. In particular, we recover the unpleasant feature of the “gauge fixing” parameter
ξ related to the fixing of the coset degrees of freedom having no fixed point.
In a next step, we proceeded to introduce a BRST invariant dimension two composite operator
O = TrG/Hmin
(
XµX
µ −2iξC C¯
)
in order to investigate the mass generation for certain gluon de-
grees of freedom from the viewpoint of the infrared Abelian dominance, a key concept within the
dual superconductivity picture for quark confinement. The counterpart of this operator has already
been studied within the MAG and the goal was to clarify whether this construction works in the
novel option as well. After proving the BRST invariance and the multiplicative renormalizability of
this operator at one-loop level, we applied the LCO formalism to discuss the existence of the con-
densate. The benefit of this formalism is twofold. First, if a source term for the composite operator
is introduced, new divergences quadratic in the source are automatically generated. These diver-
gences are removed within this formalism. Second, the accompanying bare term quadratic in the
source which spoils the usual construction for the generating functional is removed by a Hubbard-
Stratonovich transformation. The related auxiliary field σ generates the desired mass term for the
coset degrees of freedom once it develops a non-zero vacuum expectation value. In fact, the study
of the one-loop effective potential V (σ) revealed the existence of a non-trivial extremum σ ∗ which,
however, explicitly depends on ξ as does the corresponding vacuum energy V (σ ∗). On the other
hand, the decomposition under consideration actually is just a consequence of approximating the
more general situation of the reformulated Yang-Mills theory in the new variables by fixing the
color-field. Within this reformulation, the reduction condition must be imposed rigorously. To say
it in the language of the Fadeev-Popov procedure we are therefore inclined to set ξ = 0 by hand
in order to incorporate the reduction condition as a Delta function. Another fact that supports this
picture is derived from the requirement of asymptotic freedom. If the induced coset gluon mass is
required to vanish in the limit g2 → 0, the restriction ξ 2 < 3 is obtained, i.e., ξ must be small also
from this perspective. Actually, just by using this inequality we found that V (σ ∗) is negative and
6
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the condensate is energetically favoured. Therefore, we conclude that the condensate exists also in
our new decomposition.
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